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ABSTRACT

Mean-squared errors of surface geostrophic velocity estimates from the crossover and parallel-track methods
are calculated for altimeters in the Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX)/Poseidon and Jason orbits. As part
of the crossover method analysis, the filtering properties and errors of cross-track speed estimates are examined.
Velocity estimates from both the crossover and parallel-track methods have substantial mean-squared errors that
exceed 20% of the signal standard deviation, differ systematically between the zonal and meridional components,
and vary with latitude. The measurement errors on the zonal and meridional velocity component estimates from
both methods increase at low latitudes owing to the inverse dependence of geostrophic velocity on the Coriolis
parameter. Additional latitudinal variations result for the parallel-track method because of the poleward con-
vergence of the satellite ground tracks and the presence of orbit error, and for the crossover method because of
the changing angle between the ascending and descending ground tracks. At high latitudes, parallel-track es-
timates, have elevated measurement errors in both components, while only the zonal component is so affected
for the crossover method. Along-track smoothing is efficient for mitigating measurement errors for crossover
estimates, and the filtering properties of the smoothed estimates are simply related to the spectrum of cross-track
speeds. Such smoothing is less effective for parallel-track estimates, and the filtering properties are more difficult
to characterize because of the sampling geometry and the convergence of the parallel ground tracks at high latitudes.

If suitable along-track smoothing is applied in the crossover method, root-mean-squared errors (rmse’s) of
about 30% or less of the signal standard deviation can be obtained for each orthogonal velocity component over
the latitude range 58–608. With 2-cm orbit errors, the parallel-track method yields estimates of the meridional
velocity component with errors that exceed 40% at all latitudes. If orbit errors can be reduced to 1-cm standard
deviation, the parallel-track method yields an rmse smaller than 30% in both orthogonal components for the
latitude range 58–558.

1. Introduction

Estimation of the zonal and meridional components
of the surface geostrophic velocity field is an important
application of satellite altimeter data. The crossover
method (Parke et al. 1987; Morrow et al. 1992, 1994)
utilizes sea surface height (SSH) data obtained from a
satellite placed in an exact-repeat orbit to estimate geo-
strophic velocity at the intersections of ascending and
descending ground tracks. Besides the coarse distribu-
tion of the crossover points, another concern with ap-
plication of the crossover method is the time separation
between ascending and descending ground track sam-
ples of the crossover location. The temporal variability
of the velocity field introduces errors in velocity esti-
mates obtained from the nonsimultaneous crossovers.
The requirement that the zonal and meridional com-
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ponents be obtained from a geometrical transformation
of nonorthogonal estimates of cross-track speeds intro-
duces further errors that vary with latitude.

In anticipation of a tandem Ocean Topography Ex-
periment (TOPEX)/Poseidon (T/P) and Jason altimeter
mission with coordinated orbits, Stammer and Dieterich
(1999) devised an alternative to the crossover method
that utilizes SSH data obtained from closely spaced,
parallel ground tracks sampled simultaneously. The par-
allel-track method estimates the orthogonal components
of geostrophic velocity from between-track differences
of SSH. The parallel-track method requires data from a
coordinated tandem altimeter mission, while the cross-
over method may be applied to single or multiple (not
necessarily coordinated) altimeter missions.

From simulations based on the characteristics of T/P
measurement errors, Leeuwenburgh and Stammer
(2002) suggest that the optimal tandem T/P–Jason mis-
sion for geostrophic velocity estimation is one for which
the ground tracks are offset by a longitudinal shift of
about df 5 0.758 of longitude. A closer track spacing
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amplifies the effects of measurement errors (especially
orbit errors) while a wider track spacing increases sam-
pling errors from unresolved mesoscale variability. The
poleward convergence of the ground tracks results in
latitudinally varying filtering properties and error var-
iances for the geostrophic velocity estimates.

Leeuwenburgh and Stammer (2002) compared the
crossover and parallel-track methods through a simu-
lation study. The SSH output by a high-resolution, eddy-
resolving model of the North Atlantic Ocean circulation
(Smith et al. 2000) provided the ‘‘data’’ input to the
geostrophic velocity estimation schemes. Altimeter data
were simulated by sampling the model SSH fields along
the satellite ground tracks with various random instru-
mental and long-wavelength measurement and orbit er-
rors added. The accuracies of geostrophic velocity es-
timates were assessed by direct comparisons with the
model output.

The goal of this paper is to complement the work of
Leeuwenburgh and Stammer (2002) by presenting sam-
pling, measurement, and total errors for estimates of the
zonal and meridional components of geostrophic ve-
locity from the crossover and parallel-track methods ap-
plied to SSH data from T/P and Jason. Geostrophic ve-
locity fields can also be computed from smoothed and
gridded SSH fields (e.g., Qiu 1995; Ducet et al. 2000;
Ducet and Le Traon 2001). One such ‘‘optimal’’ tech-
nique was assessed by Leeuwenburgh and Stammer
(2002). These methods are not addressed in this paper.

The tandem T/P–Jason mission began on 16 Septem-
ber 2002, when T/P was maneuvered into an interleaved
orbit in which neighboring parallel ground tracks sep-
arated by 1.428 of longitude are sampled essentially si-
multaneously by T/P and Jason (a 7-min separation).
The results presented here include the errors of parallel-
track estimates of geostrophic velocity from this con-
figuration and can also provide guidance for the selec-
tion of orbits for future tandem missions.

For the calculations presented here, we assume a co-
variance model for velocity that is isotropic, is related
to SSH by geostrophy, and has a latitudinally varying
decorrelation length scale. While certainly an oversim-
plified description of real oceanic variability, this as-
sumption allows a comparison of the two methods, high-
lighting their various strengths and weaknesses. As part
of the crossover method analysis, a description of the
filtering and variance properties of cross-track speed
estimates is presented. Parke et al. (1987) and Morrow
et al. (1994) have previously examined the measurement
error component of the mean-squared error (mse) for
the crossover method in terms of the errors in the cross-
track speed estimates. Their work is extended here to
express the measurement error variances of the zonal
and meridional components directly in terms of the SSH
measurement errors. The results presented here for the
sampling error component of the mean-squared errors
of crossover estimates are new.

2. Results

SSH measurements h̃ at equally spaced points along
the ground track of a satellite placed in an exact-repeat
orbit can be decomposed as

h̃(x , t) 5 h̃( jD , t) 5 h̃ (t)j x j

5 h (t) 1 e (t) 1 o (t). (1)j j j

The along-track index of the measurements is j, the
spacing of the measurements along track is Dx (6.2 km
for T/P), and t is the time of the measurement. The true
value h of the SSH is contaminated by random instru-
mental measurement errors e and long-wavelength orbit
and environmental measurement errors o.

The instrumental measurement errors are assumed to
be uncorrelated with zero mean and variance , and2s e

to be independent of the long-wavelength measurement
errors. The value of se is about 2 cm for TOPEX and
3 cm for the European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS)
altimeters (Chelton et al. 2001). Preliminary analysis
indicates that measurement errors from Jason are about
2 cm. Measurement errors of both 2 and 3 cm are con-
sidered in the analysis presented here. The long-wave-
length errors are assumed to be essentially constant
along each track over distances of order 1000 km. It is
further assumed that the long-wavelength errors have
zero mean and variance and are uncorrelated between2s o

different tracks and repeats. This latter assumption is
pertinent only to the parallel-track method; the along-
track slope estimation required by the crossover method
effectively eliminates all long-wavelength error (cf. sec-
tion 2a). For a time separation of less than a few days
between neighboring ground tracks, errors in the long-
wavelength environmental corrections will be highly
correlated between two parallel tracks. Most of the en-
vironmental measurement error is thus eliminated when
differencing SSH between the two tracks (as required
by the parallel-track method). The residual environ-
mental measurement error in SSH differences between
two parallel tracks is probably less than 1 cm. For the
parallel-track method, long-wavelength measurement
error can therefore be assumed to be dominated by the
orbit error, which is random from track to track with an
rms of 2–3 cm for T/P (Chelton et al. 2001).

The SSH is assumed to be a realization of an isotropic,
homogeneous, and stationary random process with zero
mean, variance , and covariance between locations2s h

(x, y, t) and (xi, yi, ti) given by

2 2\r\ t
hh 2C (x 1 r, t 1 t) 5 s exp 2 2 , (2)h 2 21 2s ss t

where x 5 (x, y), r 5 (x 2 xi, y 2 yi), t 5 t 2 ti, and
ss and st are the decorrelation scales in space and time,
respectively. Assuming geostrophy, there is an associ-
ated vector field of surface currents, v, with zonal and
meridional components u and y. Following Bretherton
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FIG. 1. (a) Variation with latitude of SSH decorrelation scales ss

for the nominal, short, and long cases (the middle, bottom, and top
heavy solid lines, respectively). The thin lines are the track separation
d in km for parallel tracks separated in longitude by df 5 1.428,
0.758, 0.58, and 0.258 (top to bottom, see section 2b). (b) Variation
with latitude of the velocity component signal std dev, normalized
by the SSH signal std dev.

et al. (1976), the covariances between the geostrophic
velocity components and the SSH are

uhC (x 1 r, t 1 t)

g (y 2 y )i hh5 2 C (x 1 r, t 1 t) and (3)
2f ss

yhC (x 1 r, t 1 t)

g (x 2 x )i hh5 22 C (x 1 r, t 1 t), (4)
2f ss

where g is the gravitational acceleration and f is the
Coriolis parameter. Since the SSH field is assumed to
be isotropic, the variances of the velocity components
are equal and can be shown to be

2 2g s h2 2s 5 s 5 2 , (5)u y 2 2f ss

henceforth denoted as .2s v

For the calculations of sampling errors that follow, it
is necessary to specify the spatial and temporal decor-
relation scales, ss and st. Stammer (1997) presented a
global, latitudinally varying correlation function for
SSH whose decorrelation scale is linearly related to the
Rossby radius of deformation. While this function ap-
pears to provide a good description of the spatial cor-
relation of SSH [Fig. 26b and Eqs. (13) and (19) in
Stammer (1997)], it is not positive definite in either one
or two dimensions (which may be demonstrated by di-
rect numerical calculation of its Fourier and Hankel
transforms) and thus cannot be used to calculate the
sampling errors presented here. We therefore use the
Gaussian forms given in Eqs. (2)–(4), with ss chosen so
that, for a given Rossby radius, Chh has the same de-
correlation scale as the function presented by Stammer
(1997). The decorrelation scales used here are based on
the global zonal average of the Rossby radii calculated
by Chelton et al. (1998). To investigate the sensitivity
of our results to the choice of ss, we present sampling
errors calculated using this ‘‘nominal’’ form and de-
correlation scales larger and smaller by 25% at each
latitude and henceforth referred to as the ‘‘long’’ and
‘‘short’’ decorrelation scales, respectively (Fig. 1a). The
associated velocity standard deviations sv, computed
from (5) and normalized by the SSH standard deviation
sh, are shown in Fig. 1b. For a given sh, the standard
deviation of the velocity components decreases mono-
tonically poleward. Note that the assumption that the
decorrelation scale varies geographically violates the
strict assumption of homogeneity. For the purposes of
this analysis we thus assume that ‘‘local’’ homogeneity
obtains, that is, that the SSH field is homogeneous over
the region required for any specific velocity estimate.
Temporal decorrelation scales st of 20 and 30 days will
be considered (Stammer 1997).

a. Velocity component estimation by the crossover
method

1) CROSS-TRACK SPEED ESTIMATION

The basis for the crossover method is the estimation
of cross-track speeds, which have also been used to
calculate eddy kinetic energy with an assumption of
isotropic velocity variability (e.g., Stammer 1997). The
filtering properties and variance of cross-track speed
estimates based on least squares line fits are described
in this section.

Let b be the slope of SSH along a ground track at
location xj. At time t, the M 5 2M1/2 1 1 measurements
h̃j1l(t), l 5 2M1/2, . . . , M1/2 are fit to a line by least
squares. Dropping the dependence on t, and assuming
that no data are missing, the estimate of the slope can
be written as a linear combination of the data (Neter
and Wasserman 1974),

M1/2

b̂ 5 a h̃O l j1l
l52M1/2

M M M1/2 1/2 1/2

5 a h + a e 1 a o ,O O Ol j1l l j1l l j1l
l52M l52M l52M1/2 1/2 1/2

where

x 2 xj1l
a 5l M1/2

2(x 2 x )O j1l
l52M1/2

and 5 M21 xj1l 5 xj is the mean of the lo-M1/2x Sl52M1/2

cations of the data along track. Note that the al do not
vary with j. Since the measurements are evenly spaced
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FIG. 2. (a) The filter transfer functions of the cross-track component
of geostrophic velocity as estimated by local least squares fits of
altimeter observations of SSH to a straight line over 2M1/2 1 1 suc-
cessive observations separated by 6.2 km. The transfer functions are
shown for smoothing parameters of M1/2 5 2 (dashed line), M1/2 5
4 (dotted line), and M1/2 5 9 (solid line). (b) The solid line shows
the linear relation between the half-power point of the filter transfer
function and M1/2. The dots show the half-power points for the specific
filter transfer functions shown in (a). (c) The square root of the var-
iance of the along-track slope estimate , normalized by the SSHb̂
error std dev se.

at intervals Dx along the ground track (xj 5 jDx), some
algebra leads to

12l
a 5 .l 2M(M 2 1)Dx

Note that al 5 0. By assumption, the long-wave-M1/2Sl52M1/2

length errors oj1l are nearly constant for l 5 2M1/2, . . . ,
M1/2, so that

M M1/2 1/2

b̂ 5 a h 1 a e . (6)O Ol j1l l j1l
l52M l52M1/2 1/2

The first term on the right-hand side of (6) is the
expected value of since E[e] 5 0, where E denotesb̂
the expectation. Because SSH does not, in general, vary
linearly along track, E[ ] will differ from the true slope.b̂
The estimate (6) filters the true along-track SSH slope.
The filtering characteristics of the least squares estimate
of along-track SSH slope are directly related to the half-
span M1/2 over which the lines are fit. Since the least
squares fit (6) is a linear operation, E[ ] can be ex-b̂
pressed in the wavenumber domain as

`

ˆE [b̂] 5 P*(z)H(z) dz, (7)E
2`

where z is wavenumber, H(z) is the along-track power
spectral density (PSD) of SSH, the asterisk denotes com-
plex conjugation, and

M1/2

2i2pzxˆ j1lP(z) 5 a e (8)O l
l52M1/2

(Schlax and Chelton 1992). The transfer function P̂ de-
scribes the filtering characteristics of the slope estimator
in terms of how it filters the spectral components of
SSH. By the derivative theorem (e.g., Bracewell 1986),
the PSD of along-track SSH slope is related to the along-
track PSD of SSH by H9(z) 5 i2pzH(z). The expectation
(7) can therefore be expressed equivalently as

`

ˆE [b̂] 5 P9*(z)H9(z) dz, (9)E
2`

where

P̂(z)
P̂9(z) 5 (10)

i2pz

is the transfer function for the slope estimate in terms
of along-track SSH slope (proportional to the cross-track
component of geostrophic velocity).

Transfer function modulii \P̂9(z)\ 2 are shown in Fig.
2a for three selected values of M1/2. It is apparent that
the slope estimate is a low-pass-filtered version of theb̂
true slope. The wavelength lc of the half-power point
of the low-pass filter increases linearly with increasing
M1/2 as shown in Fig. 2b. This filter cutoff is given
approximately by

l 5 8.9 1 21.6 M .c 1/2 (11)

Mesoscale features with cross-track slopes that have
length scales shorter than lc are attenuated by the least
squares estimate of the SSH slope over 2M1/2 1 1 suc-
cessive observations. Increasing M1/2 leads to slope es-
timates that more strongly filter the underlying SSH
slope and thus are biased away from the true value of
the slope at the estimation point. These smoother, more
highly filtered estimates have inherently lower spatial
resolution.

The second term on the right-hand side of (6) rep-
resents the effect of the measurement errors on ; theb̂
variance of the along-track slope estimate can be shown
to be

M1/2 212se2 2var(b̂) 5 s a 5 , (12)Oe l 2 2M(M 2 1)Dl52M x1/2

which is independent of the long-wavelength error var-
iance. The dependence of on M1/2 is shownÏvar(b̂)/se
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FIG. 3. Sampling and measurement errors for cross-track speeds
estimated from along-track SSH data. In each panel the heavy solid,
dashed, and dotted lines are the sampling errors calculated assuming
the nominal, long, and short decorrelation scales, respectively, all
normalized by the value of sv appropriate to sh 5 10 cm and the
assumed decorrelation scale. The thin solid and dashed lines in each
panel are the cross-track speed estimation errors for SSH measure-
ment errors with se 5 2 and 3 cm, respectively, normalized by sv

assuming the nominal decorrelation scales. The calculations were
done for three different along-track line fits: (a) M1/2 5 2, lc ø 50
km, (b) M1/2 5 4, lc ø 100 km, and (c) M1/2 5 9, lc ø 200 km.

in Fig. 2c. Comparison of Figs. 2b and 2c shows the
expected trade-off between the bias and the variance of
the estimates: increasing M1/2 leads to smoother esti-
mates with lower variance.

The cross-track speed is estimated as ŝ⊥ 5 g / f , de-b̂
fined here to be positive to the left (right) of the along-
track progression of the ground track in the Northern
(Southern) Hemisphere. The error incurred when esti-
mating cross-track speeds from along-track line fits may
be quantified by the mean-squared error,

2F 5 E [(s 2 ŝ ) ]ŝ ⊥ ⊥⊥

M1/2g
25 s 2 2 a E [s h̃ ]Ov l ⊥ lf l52M1/2

M1/22g
1 a a E [h̃ h̃ ].O k l k l2f k,l52M1/2

(Here and in the following, the dependence of the data
h̃ on the along-track index j has been dropped.) For a
ground track oriented at an azimuth g measured clock-
wise from north, s⊥ 5 2u cosg 1 y sing, whence

s h uh yh⊥E [s h ] 5 C 5 2cosgC 1 singC ,⊥ l l ll

where and are, respectively, the covariancesuh yhC Cl l

between hl and the velocity components u and y at the
location where s⊥ is estimated. Defining to be thehhC kl

covariance between hk and hl,
M M1/2 1/22g g

2 s h u hh⊥F 5 s 2 2 a C 1 a a CO Oŝ v l k l kll⊥ 2f fl52M k,l52M1/2 1/2

M1/22g
2 21 s a . (13)Oe l2f l52M1/2

The first three terms on the right-hand side of (13)
compose the expected squared bias of the estimate E[(s⊥

2 E[ŝ⊥])2]. The fourth term is the variance of the es-
timate E[(ŝ⊥ 2 E[ŝ⊥])2], cf. Eq. (12)}. The square roots
of the expected squared bias and the variance will be
referred to here as the sampling and measurement errors,
respectively. The sampling error summarizes that part
of the mse that results from the filtering imposed by the
least squares fit, independent of the measurement error;
it is the error that would be incurred with error-free
measurements of SSH. The measurement error quanti-
fies that part of the MSE that is due only to the errors
in the SSH measurements. Equation (13) can also be
expressed in the wavenumber domain in terms of SSH
and the along-track slope PSD using Eqs. (7)–(10) and
various properties of stationary random fields.

The sampling errors are shown in Fig. 3 as percent-
ages of sv (appropriate to the particular decorrelation
scales with sh 5 10 cm) for three choices of filtering,
M1/2 5 2, 4, and 9 (corresponding to cutoff wavelengths
lc 5 50, 100, and 200 km). Heavy solid, dashed, and
dotted lines denote the sampling errors corresponding,
respectively, to the nominal, long, and short variations
of ss with latitude. For M1/2 5 9, the maximum amount

of filtering considered here (Fig. 3c), the sampling errors
are the largest among the three levels of filtering and
vary strongly with both latitude and the choice of de-
correlation scale. At low latitudes, where the decorre-
lation scales are the longest (Fig. 1a), the sampling er-
rors are minimum, indicating that there is only a small
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FIG. 4. Normalized rmse of cross-track speeds for M1/2 5 2 (dotted
line), M1/2 5 4 (thin solid line), and M1/2 5 9 (dashed line) for (a)
se 5 2 cm and (b), se 5 3 cm; and (c) the optimized value of M1/2

for which the minimum rmse is obtained at each latitude for se 5 2
cm (thin line) and se 5 3 cm (heavy line). (c) The half-power points
of the along-track slope filter transfer functions associated with the
values of M1/2 are labeled on the right axis. In (a) and (b) the heavy
solid lines are the minimum rmse obtained with the latitudinally vary-
ing optimized value of M1/2.

amount of short-scale energy to be attenuated in the
velocity field. At higher latitudes, where the decorre-
lation scales decrease, the sampling error increases, in-
dicating that the shorter scales present in the velocity
field are attenuated by the along-track line fits. The sam-
pling errors also increase as the overall decorrelation
length scale decreases, so that the errors corresponding
to the heavy dashed lines are always smaller than the
errors corresponding to the heavy solid lines, which in
turn are smaller than those corresponding to the heavy
dotted lines. The other two cases with M1/2 5 2 (Fig.
3a) and M1/2 5 4 (Fig. 3b) show similar characteristics,
but with lower overall relative sampling errors than the
M1/2 5 9 case. For the M1/2 5 2 case, the sampling errors
are less than 10% at all latitudes for all choices of spatial
decorrelation scales because the minimum decorrelation
scale of ss 5 42 km is not substantially shorter than the
50-km half-power point of the M1/2 5 2 filter.

The variations of the measurement errors with latitude
and M1/2 are opposite to those of the sampling errors.
Measurement errors expressed as a percentage of sv

[calculated using the nominal form for the latitudinal
variation of ss in Eq. (5) and an assumed SSH signal
standard deviation of sh 5 10 cm] are plotted in Fig.
3 for se 5 2 cm (thin solid lines) and se 5 3 cm (thin
dashed lines). The measurement error of ŝ⊥ increases
toward the equator more rapidly than sv, resulting in a
monotonic equatorward increase of the relative mea-
surement error. The effect of increased smoothing is a
dramatic reduction of the measurement error, a reflection
of the fact that the variance of the slope estimates de-
pends approximately on the inverse cube of M1/2 [Eq.
(12)].

Comparison of the measurement and sampling errors
in Fig. 3 shows the previously noted trade-off between
sampling and measurement error, that is, between the
bias and variance of the speed estimates: increasing the
along-track smoothing increases the bias while decreas-
ing the variance. Of the three levels of filtering consid-
ered here, M1/2 5 4 comes the closest to balancing this
trade-off. Less filtering (M1/2 5 2) results in very low
bias with high variance, while more filtering (M1/2 5 9)
sharply reduces the variance at the expense of incurring
high levels of bias.

The bias–variance trade-off is summarized by the sum
of the sampling and measurement errors, the mse (13).
Figures 4a and 4b display the square root of the mse (the
rmse) as a percentage of sv for M1/2 5 2, 4, and 9 (re-
spectively, the dotted, solid, and dashed thin lines), for
SSH measurement errors with se 5 2 and 3 cm. The
nominal decorrelation scales are assumed, as is sh 5 10
cm. Except at the lowest latitudes, M1/2 5 4 does provide
the lowest overall error for these three choices of M1/2.
Poleward of about 258, the relative rmse for M1/2 5 4
and se 5 2 cm is nearly constant at about 25%, while
for se 5 3 cm it remains near 30% poleward of 308. At
lower latitudes, the effect of the f 22 dependence of the

variance begins to dominate the total error except for the
M1/2 5 9 case.

It is possible to find for each latitude the value of
M1/2 that minimizes the rmse. The minimum relative
errors so calculated under the stated assumptions are
shown as the heavy solid lines in Figs. 4a,b. The val-
ues of M1/2 that minimize the total error (referred to
here as the ‘‘optimized’’ M1/2 ), and the corresponding
SSH slope filter cutoff wavelength, are shown in Fig.
4c; discontinuities are the result of the integer values
of M1/2 . The increase of the decorrelation length scales
toward low latitudes allows the application of larger
M1/2 without increasing the sampling error. These larg-
er spans also significantly decrease the variance of ŝ⊥ ,
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FIG. 5. Variation with latitude of (a) the ground-track azimuth g ,
and (b) the time offset dt between SSH measurements on ascending
tracks and descending tracks at crossovers.

with the result that the optimized M1/2 increases from
4 at the highest latitudes to values near the equator
of 9 for se 5 2 cm and 10 for se 5 3 cm. This
latitudinally varying filtering is quite effective at mit-
igating the equatorward increase of the variance, re-
sulting in an rmse that is nearly constant with latitude.

2) VELOCITY COMPONENT ESTIMATION

The crossover method uses cross-track speed esti-
mates ŝa(t) and ŝd(t) calculated, respectively, from the
ascending and descending tracks at a crossover to obtain
time series of zonal and meridional velocity components
from the geometric transformations

ŝ (t) 2 ŝ (t)d aû(t) 5 (14a)
2 cosg

ŝ (t) 1 ŝ (t)d aŷ(t) 5 . (14b)
2 sing

In these equations, g is the azimuth (clockwise from
north) of the ground tracks at the crossover (Fig. 5a;
see also Parke et al. 1987). As will be seen, a critical
point occurs at approximately 568 latitude where g 5
458 and the ground tracks are orthogonal. Poleward of
that latitude, the angle between the ascending and de-
scending ground tracks (i.e., twice the azimuth) is great-
er than 908 and equatorward of 568 it is less than 908.
Ascending and descending passes occur individually at
times that are multiples of the repeat period D t of the
satellite (9.9156 days for T/P). At a given latitude where
crossovers occur, temporally proximal ascending and
descending passes are separated by a time interval dt #
Dt/2 (Fig. 5b). The estimation times t in Eqs. (14) are
centered at the midpoint between the nearest ascending
and descending passes. Here ŝa(t) and ŝd(t) are the tem-
poral linear interpolants of the cross-track speed esti-

mates from the ascending and descending passes that
occur just before and just after t.

Using Eqs. (6) and (14) and the formulas for linear
interpolation, it is apparent that the velocity component
estimates are each a linear combination of the n 5
4(2M1/2 1 1) data from the two ascending and two de-
scending tracks about the estimation time t:

n

uû(t) 5 a h̃(x , y , t ) (15a)O i i i i
i51

n

yŷ(t) 5 a h̃(x , y , t ), (15b)O i i i i
i51

where (xi, yi, ti) are the data locations in space and time.
The mse of the zonal component estimate at (x, y, t)

is
n n

2 u uh u u hhF (x, y, t) 5 s 2 2 a C 1 a a CO Oû v i i i j i j
i51 i, j51

n

u u 2 21 a a (s d 1 s T ), (16a)O i j e i j o i j
i, j51

where is the covariance between u(x, y, t) and h(xi,uhC i

yi, ti); is the covariance between h(xi, yi, ti) andhhC ij

h(xj, yj, tj); dij is the Kronecker delta; and Tij 5 1 if the
data at (xi, yi, ti) and (xj, yj, tj) are on the same track,
and 0 otherwise. Similarly,

n n

2 y yh y y hhF (x, y, t) 5 s 2 2 a C 1 a a CO Oŷ v i i i j i j
i51 i, j51

n

y y 2 21 a a (s d 1 s T ). (16b)O i j e i j o i j
i, j51

As with the cross-track speed estimates, the first three
terms on the right-hand sides of Eq. (16) compose the
expected squared bias of the estimate. Since, by Eq.
(12), var( ) depends approximately on , so will23b̂ M1/2

var(û) and var( ). [For the crossover estimates, the Tijŷ
are redundant, since, as previously shown, the long-
wavelength errors are filtered by the slope estimates.
These terms are retained in Eq. (16) because of their
pertinence for the parallel-track estimates in section 2b.]

The sampling errors for the short, nominal, and long
decorrelation scales, and the three levels of filtering (i.e.,
M1/2 5 2, 4 and 9) are shown in Fig. 6, normalized in
the same manner as the sampling errors in Fig. 3. Since
estimation of the zonal and meridional velocity com-
ponents involves temporal interpolation, the effects of
differing temporal decorrelation scales are investigated
by calculating the sampling errors for decorrelation
timescale st of 20 and 30 days.

The sampling errors for the orthogonal velocity com-
ponents are similar to those for the cross-track speed.
Sampling errors vary directly with M1/2 and inversely
with the spatial decorrelation scale. For latitudes lower
than 568, sampling errors for û are smaller than those
for because the orientation of the ground tracks isŷ
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FIG. 6. Normalized sampling errors for crossover estimates of zonal
and meridional velocity for the same values of M1/2 as in Fig. 3. Solid
and dashed lines show the errors assuming temporal decorrelation
scales st 5 30 and 20 days, respectively; heavy lines correspond to
the nominal spatial decorrelation scales ss; the upper and lower sets
of thin lines correspond to the short and long decorrelation scales,
respectively.

FIG. 7. Normalized measurement and sampling errors for crossover
estimates of zonal and meridional velocity for the same values of M1/2

as in Fig. 3. The heavy solid and dashed lines are the measurement errors
for se 5 2 and 3 cm, respectively. The measurement errors are normalized
by sv calculated assuming the nominal decorrelation scales and an SSH
signal std dev of sh 5 10 cm. The thin solid line is the normalized
sampling error from Fig. 6 for the nominal decorrelation scales.

more favorable for estimating the zonal component
when g , 458. The relative sampling errors for a tem-
poral decorrelation scale of st 5 30 days (solid lines)
show a nearly smooth increase with latitude, while those
for the 20-day decorrelation scale (dashed lines) have
a more visible sawtooth pattern that reflects the sam-
pling error associated with the temporal interpolation:
the sampling errors are larger where the separation dt

between the ascending and descending tracks is large
(cf. Fig. 5b). This effect is most pronounced for M1/2 5
2 and 4; for M1/2 5 9 the effect of changing the temporal
decorrelation is small compared to the large sampling
error.

While M1/2 5 2 (Fig. 6a) yields very small sampling
errors that, for the nominal spatial decorrelation length
scales and st 5 30 day case, do not exceed 10% of the
signal, the relative measurement errors for û (Fig. 7a)
exceed 30% and 50% for se 5 2 and 3 cm, respectively,
at all latitudes. The relative measurement errors for ŷ
exceed 100% equatorward of 208 and 358 for the se 5
2 and 3 cm cases, respectively, and are never smaller
than the 25% and 40% attained at the highest latitudes.
Increasing M1/2 to 4 reduces the measurement errors by
more than a factor of 2, and increasing M1/2 to 9 de-
creases the measurement errors by about another factor
of 2. The measurement errors in both components in-
crease toward the equator as a consequence of the f 21

dependence of the cross-track speed estimates. This ef-
fect is masked to a certain degree by the increase of the
normalizing factor sv at low latitudes (see Fig. 1a).

The latitudinal dependencies of the measurement er-
rors of û and differ because of the factors cos g andŷ
sin g in the denominators of Eqs. (14). The measurement
errors on exceed those of û for latitudes lower thanŷ
568, where sin g , cosg. The reverse obtains at higher
latitudes. The measurement errors for both components
fluctuate in a sawtooth pattern that results from the tem-
poral interpolation. The amplitude of this fluctuation is
about 10% for M1/2 5 2, 5%–10% for M1/2 5 4, and a
only a few percent for M1/2 5 9.

Comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 shows clearly the trade-
off between sampling and measurement error in the ve-
locity component estimates. The single case of the sam-
pling errors for the nominal spatial decorrelation and
30-day temporal decorrelation from Fig. 6 is overlaid
as the thin solid line on Fig. 7. The total error for M1/2 5
4 and for estimates made with the latitudinally varying
M1/2 that minimizes the rmse of the cross-track speed
estimates (Fig. 4c) are shown in Fig. 8 for st 5 30 days
and the nominal decorrelation scales. For se 5 2 cm,
the rmse for û is near 20% between latitudes 108 and
508 and increases to 30% at 58 and 608 latitude. The
rmse for increases equatorward from a minimum ofŷ
20% at 658 latitude and exceeds 30% equatorward of
about 358 latitude. The variable span filtering (Fig. 4c)
is very effective for mitigating measurement error; for
, the rmse of the filtered estimates remains near 30%ŷ

to the lowest latitudes. The results for se 5 3 cm are
similar, with somewhat larger rmse values.
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FIG. 8. Normalized rmse for crossover estimates of zonal and me-
ridional velocity for (a) se 5 2 cm and (b) se 5 3 cm, assuming the
nominal decorrelation scales. The thin lines and heavy lines show
the rmse calculated for, respectively, a fixed value of M1/2 5 4 and
for the latitudinally varying values of M1/2 that minimize the rmse of
cross-track speed estimates (Fig. 4c).

FIG. 9. Sampling geometry for the parallel-track method for M1/2

5 2 at latitudes of (a) 9.88, (b) 29.78, (c) 56.28, and (d) 65.18. Data
locations are marked by the open circles. The locations of the four
SSH estimates used to estimate orthogonal velocity components are
shown by the solid triangles and labeled in (a). The pairs used to
form the differences are connected by the heavy line segments that
have length d, and the velocity estimates are at the intersections of
the line segments. The axes are the latitude and longitude relative to
the estimation location. The line segment 2–4 forms the angle v 5
458 2 g with the horizontal axis, where g is the ground track azimuth
(Fig. 5a).

b. Velocity component estimation by the parallel-
track method

The parallel-track method developed by Stammer and
Dieterich (1999) relies on differences of SSH between
simultaneously measured parallel ground tracks to es-
timate the geostrophic velocity components (Fig. 9). The
measurement locations denoted by the points 1–4 in Fig.
9a are selected so that the geostrophic velocity com-
ponent estimates

g (ĥ 2 ĥ )1 3û9 5 (17a)
f d

g (ĥ 2 ĥ )2 4ŷ 9 5 (17b)
f d

are orthogonal. The four points are chosen so that the
distances between the points 1 and 3 and between the
points 2 and 4 are both d. These orthogonal velocity
estimates can be rotated into the zonal and meridional
components as

û 5 û9 cosv 2 ŷ9 sinv (18a)

ŷ 5 û9 sinv 1 ŷ9 cosv, (18b)

where v 5 458 2 g and g is the ground track azimuth
(cf. Fig. 5a and section 2a). Note that at 568, where g
5 458, no rotation is required, and û 5 û9 and 5 9.ŷ ŷ
For a track separation of df degrees of longitude, the
distance between the points used to form the SSH dif-
ferences at latitude u is

df cosu
d 5 2pR cosg.e 3608 cos458

As originally proposed by Stammer and Dieterich
(1999), the parallel-track method had no provision for
along-track smoothing of the raw SSH data. In a sub-

sequent analysis of the method, Leeuwenburgh and
Stammer (2002) used along-track loess smoothing
(Cleveland 1979) to reduce the effect of SSH measure-
ment errors on the final velocity estimates. For analytical
simplicity here, we use along-track averaging of the
SSH data: each datum along the ground track is replaced
by the average of itself and the nearest M1/2 data points
on each side along the track, yielding centered averages
with M 5 2M1/2 1 1 elements. Estimates of û9 and 9ŷ
[Eq. (17)] are then found by linearly interpolating the
smoothed SSH to the required locations along track.

Given the availability of SSH data from a coordinated
tandem altimeter mission, the parallel-track method has
the advantage that the SSH measurements are simul-
taneous. This removes the need for the temporal inter-
polation required by the crossover method. The ground
track geometry is rather more complicated, however. As
the ground tracks converge poleward, the distance d
over which the SSH differences (17) are formed de-
creases, imposing a latitudinally varying filtering of the
underlying geostrophic velocity field. Leeuwenburgh
and Stammer (2002) note that the poleward decrease of
d will result in velocity estimates that can resolve shorter
scales at higher latitudes, but do not quantify either the
resolution or how it might be related to the latitudinal
variation of the scales of SSH or velocity variability.
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FIG. 10. Normalized sampling errors for parallel-track estimates of
zonal and meridional velocity using a constant decorrelation scale ss

5 100 km for (a) df 5 0.258, (b) df 5 0.58, and (c) df 5 0.758.
The curves show the sampling errors for along-track averaging with
M1/2 5 1 (solid), M1/2 5 3 (dashed), and M1/2 5 7 (dotted).

FIG. 11. The same as in Fig. 10, except using the nominal decor-
relation scales with M1/2 5 1 (heavy solid), M1/2 5 3 (heavy dashed),
and M1/2 5 7 (heavy dotted). The upper and lower thin solid lines
are the normalized sampling errors for the short and long decorre-
lation scales, respectively, for the case of M1/2 5 1 only.

These issues are addressed here by calculating the sam-
pling errors of the parallel-track estimates of velocity.

The parallel-track estimates of zonal and meridional
velocity can be written in linear form, and the associated
sampling errors can be calculated as was done for the
crossover method in the previous sections [cf. Eqs. (15),
(16)]. The latitudinal variation of the sampling errors is
most easily understood by first considering a simplified
example where a constant decorrelation scale ss 5 100
km is assumed; the case with the latitudinally varying
decorrelation functions shown in Fig. 1 will be consid-
ered subsequently. Following Leeuwenburgh and Stam-
mer (2002), sampling errors for three different ground
track spacings (df 5 0.258, 0.58, and 0.758) were cal-
culated. The effects of three levels of along-track
smoothing (M1/2 5 1, 3, and 7) were investigated. These
values of M1/2 result in along-track filtering of SSH with
cutoff wavelengths of approximately 50, 100, and 200
km. The results are shown in Fig. 10.

Consider first the cases with M1/2 5 1. Equatorward
of 568 latitude, the sampling errors for both components
are identical, decreasing poleward along with d and in-
creasing as the track separation df increases. These de-
pendencies are expected: larger between-track spacing
is less capable of resolving whatever short-scale vari-
ability is present in the geostrophic velocity field.

As M1/2 is increased, the parallel-track velocity esti-
mates resolve less short-scale variability, thus elevating

sampling errors relative to those for M1/2 5 1. The effect
of the increased smoothing is greater for û than for ŷ
for latitudes lower than 568. Poleward of 568, the
smoothing with M1/2 5 7 also results in increasing sam-
pling errors for . The reasons for this unexpected be-ŷ
havior and the difference between the sampling errors
on u and y noted above are not readily apparent but
must be related to the sampling geometry. The result is
a filtering of the geostrophic velocity field that varies
with latitude and is different for û than for .ŷ

Sampling errors for the nominal decorrelation scales
(cf. section 2) show a more complicated behavior (Fig.
11). For û, the sampling errors for all cases increase from
the lowest latitudes, attain maximum values at midlati-
tudes, and then decrease toward the highest latitudes.
Sampling errors for exhibit similar behavior except forŷ
the cases with M1/2 5 3 and 7 for df 5 0.258, and M1/2

5 7 for df 5 0.58 and df 5 0.758. Increasing M1/2 from
3 to 7 dramatically increases the sampling errors. The
nonintuitive, midlatitude maxima in the sampling errors
can be understood with reference to Fig. 1a, in which
the latitudinally varying values of d for the track sepa-
rations df considered in Fig. 11 are overlaid as thin lines
on the decorrelation scales assumed to obtain. For df 5
0.758, it is clear that d exceeds the decorrelation scale
between 108 and 508 and hence the estimates cannot re-
solve the short spatial scales at those latitudes. The rel-
ative magnitudes of d and ss can apparently account for
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FIG. 12. Normalized measurement errors for parallel-track esti-
mates of zonal and meridional velocity for the same values of df
and M1/2 as in Fig. 11, SSH measurement error se 5 2 cm, and orbit
errors with so 5 0 and 2 cm (thin and heavy lines, respectively).
(upper right) The heavy lines are off scale. The measurement errors
are normalized as in Fig. 7.

much of the observed structure in the sampling error
curves, but, as for the cases shown for the latitudinally
constant decorrelation scale in Fig. 10, the precise origins
of the high-latitude increase in the sampling errors for

and the differences between the sampling errors forŷ ŷ
and û are not immediately apparent. Decorrelation scales
shorter and longer than the nominal values cause sub-
stantial changes in the sampling errors when M1/2 5 1
and df is greater than 0.258.

The poleward convergence of the ground tracks also
affects the measurement errors. From Eqs. (18),

2var(û) 5 cos v var(û9) 2 sin2v cov(û9ŷ9)
21 sin v var(ŷ 9) (19a)

2var(ŷ) 5 sin v var(û9) 1 sin2v cov(û9ŷ9)
21 cos v var(ŷ 9). (19b)

From Eqs. (17),

2g var(ĥ ) 1 var(ĥ )1 3var(û9) 5 (20a)
2 2f d
2g var(ĥ ) 1 var(ĥ )2 4var(ŷ 9) 5 (20b)
2 2f d
2g cov(ĥ ĥ ) 1 cov(ĥ ĥ )1 3 2 4cov(û9ŷ9) 5 . (20c)
2 2f d

Since var(û9) ø var( 9), it is apparent that var(û) andŷ
var( 9) differ by approximately 2 sin2v cov(û9 9). Eachŷ ŷ
of the four SSH estimates ĥk appearing in Eqs. (17) is
a linear combination of the SSH measurements (being
the linear interpolant of two along-track averages) and
can therefore be written as ĥk 5 S akj h̃kj (where h̃kj is
the jth data point used to in the estimation of ĥk), whence

2 2 2var(ĥ ) 5 s a 1 s a a (21a)O Ok e k j o ki k j
j i, j

2 2cov(ĥ ĥ ) 5 s a a d 1 s a a , (21b)O Ok l e ki l j (ki),(l j ) o ki l j
i, j i, j

where d(ki ),(lj) 5 1 if the data locations correspond (i.e.,
if h̃ki and h̃lj are the same points), and 0 otherwise. Since
all of the weights are positive for linear interpolation,
so is cov(û9 9).ŷ

The variances of û and thus depend on d22 and f 22ŷ
and increase poleward because of the former parameter
and equatorward because of the latter. From Eqs. (19)–
(21), it is apparent that the variances and, notably, their
difference are also sensitive to the orbit error. An un-
expected result following from Eq. (21b) is that, if the
estimate pairs ĥ1–ĥ3 and ĥ2–ĥ4 are derived from any
common points, the component variances will differ.
This situation can occur depending on the latitude, track
spacing df, and the span M1/2 over which the SSH es-
timates are constructed, but is mostly restricted to the
highest latitudes (cf. Figs. 9c and 9d).

Figure 12 shows how the measurement errors for the
parallel-track estimates of the velocity components de-

pend on latitude, track spacing df, and along-track
smoothing M1/2 for se 5 2 cm and orbit errors with so

5 2 cm. For comparison, to show the effects of the orbit
errors, the case with so 5 0 cm is shown by the thin
lines in Fig. 12. As in the previous figures in Section
2a, the errors are normalized by sv for sh 5 10 cm and
the nominal decorrelation scales. The curves show the
expected increase of the errors at low and high latitudes
and the general decrease at all latitudes as the track
spacing df (and hence d) is increased. The measurement
errors do not respond dramatically to changes of M1/2,
suggesting that care must be taken when smoothing to
mitigate SSH measurement errors; the sampling errors
from increased M1/2 may increase more than the mea-
surement errors decrease (cf. Fig. 11, Fig. 13, discussed
below). For the case with no orbit errors, the differences
between var(û) and var( ) exceed a few percent onlyŷ
for df 5 0.258 or for latitudes higher than 568. The
effect of the 2-cm orbit error is marked, both in terms
of the magnitude of the errors and the difference be-
tween the errors of the zonal and meridional component
estimates at all latitudes. For df 5 0.258, the errors for

with 2-cm orbit errors are off the scale of the plot.ŷ
The rmse of the parallel-track estimates shows how

along-track smoothing can be detrimental (Fig. 13). For
df 5 0.58, for example, increasing M1/2 from 3 to 7
nearly doubles the normalized rmse at midlatitudes for
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FIG. 13. Normalized rmse for parallel-track estimates of zonal and
meridional velocity for the same values of df and M1/2 as in Fig. 11,
SSH measurement error se 5 2 cm, and orbit errors with so 5 0 and
2 cm (thin and heavy lines, respectively). (upper right) The heavy
black lines are off scale; (middle) the red lines are the rmse’s for df
5 0.5, M1/2 5 1 and so 5 1 cm.

FIG. 14. The same as in Fig. 13, except for a ground track separation
of df 5 1.428 of the current tandem T/P–Jason mission. Note the
change in the y-axis scale.

û and the minimum rmse occurs when M1/2 5 1. Thus,
unlike the crossover method, increasing the along-track
smoothing is not effective for reducing the rmse, a result
of the relative insensitivity of the measurement errors
to the along-track smoothing noted above.

The most favorable cases are those with df 5 0.58
and M1/2 5 1 and 3. With these parameters and 2-cm
orbit error, the rmse for û lies between 25% and 35%
for latitudes between 58 and 508. For the same latitude
range, the rmse of for these cases is between 40% andŷ
45%. With no orbit error, the errors on û are decreased
by a few percent over the latitude range 58–408 and
remain between 20% and 25% for latitudes up to 608.
The rmse of for zero orbit error is between 20% andŷ
25% for latitudes between 58 and 608. Altimeters with
residual orbit error less than 2 cm will have rmse’s some-
where between these bounding values (e.g., the red line
in Fig. 13, corresponding to so 5 1 cm).

As noted in the introduction, the current tandem T/P–
Jason mission measures SSH simultaneously along par-
allel tracks with a longitudinal spacing of df 5 1.428.
The rmse of the parallel-track estimates from this mission
are shown in Fig. 14. The 1.428 spacing leads to errors
that are much greater than those resulting from the spac-
ings considered in Fig. 13 because the wider track spacing
is much less able to resolve the scales of variability pres-
ent except at latitudes higher than about 598 (see the top

thin line in Fig. 1a). The sampling error so dominates
the rmse that the curves for both velocity components
are similar, and neither orbit error nor smoothing has
much effect on the results at most latitudes. The rmse
for both û and range between 55% and 85% for latitudesŷ
between 58 and 558.

3. Summary and discussion

The results presented in the previous section provide
a basis for comparing velocity estimates from the cross-
over and parallel-track methods. Some of the assump-
tions made, namely, the requirements that the velocity
field be (at least locally) homogeneous and isotropic,
are not quantitatively precise for some regions of the
ocean. Nevertheless, the calculations allow a simple pre-
sentation of the general form of the errors of the methods
and provide insight into the strengths and weaknesses
of each.

The crossover method requires that cross-track speed
estimates be interpolated to common times in order to
transform them into zonal and meridional components.
This interpolation introduces errors in the estimates. The
calculations presented here based on SSH decorrelation
timescales of 20 and 30 days suggest that this error is
minimal for the 10-day repeat periods of the T/P and
Jason orbits, resulting in rmse fluctuations of only a few
percent. Both the zonal and meridional component mea-
surement errors increase at low latitudes as a result of
the f 21 dependence inherent in the geostrophic relation.
The ground track geometry, embodied in Eqs. (14), en-
hances this effect for estimates of y and also results in
elevated measurement errors for u at high latitudes. For
latitudes lower than 568, where the ground track azimuth
g is less than 458, errors of are larger than errors ofŷ
û. Poleward of 568 latitude, errors of û exceed those of
. The magnitude of the difference depends directly onŷ

the standard deviation se of the SSH measurement er-
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rors. Ground track orientation also plays a role in the
filtering of geostrophic velocity. Sampling errors based
on the assumed decorrelation length scales increase sys-
tematically with increasing latitude for both velocity
components.

The net effect of the changes in the sampling and
measurement errors on crossover estimates of velocity
is latitudinal variations of rmse that are quite different
for the zonal and meridional components. At low lati-
tudes, y cannot be estimated as reliably as u, while at
high latitudes the situation is reversed. The sampling
errors are also strongly dependent on the spatial decor-
relation scale of the underlying SSH field. Along-track
smoothing, implemented by increasing the span over
which line fits are made, is quite effective at reducing
the effects of measurement errors at low latitudes: mea-
surement errors are reduced without incurring large in-
creases in the sampling errors, resulting in lower rmse
for both components. Even so, estimation errors are sig-
nificant and exceed 20%–25% over most of the latitude
range sampled by the T/P orbit.

The parallel-track method with simultaneous sam-
pling of the two ground tracks obviates the need for
temporal interpolation. On the other hand, the sampling
geometry is more complex, which ramifies into both the
measurement and sampling errors. As with the crossover
method, the measurement errors increase at low latitudes
as a consequence of the f 21 dependence of the estimates.
The poleward decrease of the distance d over which the
SSH differences are made also amplifies the measure-
ment errors. As Eqs. (19)–(21) show, the sampling ge-
ometry results in a systematic difference between the
measurement errors for û and that changes with lat-ŷ
itude and depends on the track separation df, the degree
of along-track smoothing M1/2, and both the instrumental
measurement and orbit errors. As for the crossover
method, this difference is in the sense that errors of ŷ
are larger than errors of û equatorward of 568 latitude
and errors of û exceed those of poleward of that lat-ŷ
itude. The sampling errors reflect the latitudinal varia-
tion of sampling geometry in a complex manner; the
interplay between d and the decorrelation scale ss causes
sampling errors for both components to vary strongly
with latitude with maxima at midlatitudes. Along-track
smoothing is not very effective for mitigating mea-
surement error and strongly affects the sampling error.
For a track spacing of df 5 0.58 with a 2-cm orbit error,
the parallel-track method at midlatitudes is capable of
producing estimates of u with errors of 20%–30% and
of y with errors of about 40%. The errors of velocity
estimates obtainable from the track spacing of df 5
1.428 for the current T/P–Jason tandem mission are very
large, between 55% and 85% for latitudes between 58
and 558 (Fig. 14).

Because of the difference in the sampling geometry
of the two methods, direct comparison is difficult. The
crossover method has a relatively simple relationship
between the smoothing parameter M1/2 and the filtering

applied to the underlying velocity field. The parallel-
track method does not allow such a straightforward
characterization since the filtering is imposed by the
ground track separation and varies latitudinally. It is
therefore not clear which choice of smoothing param-
eters should be selected for each method when com-
paring their errors. An idealized comparison is available
via the minimum errors obtained for the optimal esti-
mates from each method. The optimal estimates are, by
definition, those that minimize the mse for each method
for the assumed signal and error statistics. The smoother
weights for the two methods [ and ; cf. Eqs. (15)]u ya ai i

that minimize the mean-squared errors are found in the
usual manner by differentiating Eqs. (16) with respect
to the smoother weights, setting the derivatives equal
to zero, and solving the resulting linear system for the
optimal weights. The estimates so found are optimal in
the sense that the mse associated with these weights will
be the minimum possible mse for any linear estimate,
using the given data (e.g., the data appropriate to the
crossover or parallel-track estimates) and the assump-
tions made about the statistics of the velocity field and
errors.

Normalized optimal rmse’s for the crossover method
(heavy lines in Fig. 15) are almost invariant to changes
in the assumed decorrelation scales, indicating that, for
the correlation functions selected here, it is possible to
choose sets of smoother weights that can adjust to the
underlying spatial variability of the velocity field. For
the crossover method, the normalized minimum rmse
for û is nearly constant at 10% equatorward of about
508. The errors for show the expected variation withŷ
respect to those for û, being about 20% near the equator
and decreasing to 10% at 568, poleward of which the
errors of û exceed those of .ŷ

For the parallel-track configuration with the optimal
track separation of df 5 0.58, the errors of û are sen-
sitive to the assumed decorrelation scales and to the
orbit errors. For , the errors are less sensitive to theŷ
decorrelation scales but more sensitive to the magnitude
of the orbit errors. There are systematic differences be-
tween the errors of û and .ŷ

The minimum parallel-track errors for df 5 0.258
(not shown) are less sensitive to the choice of decor-
relation scale, indicating that, for this case, the sampling
geometry is able to adjust to the spatial variability of
the velocity field. Errors for the shorter spacing increase
more rapidly as the orbit error is increased. For df 5
0.758 (also not shown), the results are more sensitive to
the decorrelation scales because this wider track sepa-
ration is less able to resolve short-scale variability.

Comparing the minimum errors for the crossover and
parallel-track estimates with df 5 0.58 in Fig. 15 shows
that the former can provide better estimates of u at all
latitudes. For orbit errors less than 1 cm, the parallel-
track method yields errors in that approximate theŷ
errors for the crossover method at low latitudes. For
larger orbit errors, the errors of from the parallel-trackŷ
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FIG. 15. Normalized rmse of optimal estimates for the crossover
method (heavy solid line) and the parallel-track method with df 5
0.58 (thin lines) for se 5 2 cm and a range of orbit error standard
deviations so for (a) short, (b) nominal, and (c) long decorrelation
scales.

method are as large or larger than the errors from the
crossover method at all latitudes.

It must be emphasized that these results hold only in
the ideal case assumed here, wherein the true covariance
function of SSH is known exactly, as are the variances
and covariances of the SSH measurement errors. The
minimum errors only serve to clarify the underlying
properties of the estimates. In the reality of oceano-
graphic data analysis, none of these statistical properties
are actually known precisely. In particular, the spatial
decorrelation scales of SSH vary geographically in a
more complex manner than the simple latitudinal de-
pendence assumed here (Fig. 1).

A more realistic, and correspondingly less simple,
comparison of the two estimation schemes is provided
by Leeuwenburgh and Stammer (2002), whose results
rely on the approximation of reality provided by a high-
resolution ocean circulation model. The errors they re-
port are the differences between the ‘‘truth’’ of the mod-
el and simulations of the two estimation methods, av-
eraged over large regions. Their results differ in some
respects from those presented here. They suggest that
the optimal track separation for parallel-track estimates
is df 5 0.758, compared to the 0.58 separation indicated
by our results. The systematic differences between the
errors on the parallel-track estimates of the zonal and
meridional velocity components found here are not ex-
plicitly noted by Leeuwenburgh and Stammer (2002).

They report that an advantage of the parallel-track meth-
od over the crossover method is that useful velocities
can be obtained at all latitudes with comparable accu-
racy in the two components, an assertion that is con-
tradicted by the results presented here; both methods
have systematic differences in the errors of the two ve-
locity components. With 2-cm orbit error and 2-cm SSH
measurement error, they find total errors in parallel-track
estimates of roughly 35% (with df 5 0.758) on both
velocity components in the Gulf Stream region. At the
latitudes of the subtropical gyre and the Gulf Stream,
they find errors of 20% and 40% in crossover estimates
of the zonal and meridional components, respectively.
While not identical, these error magnitudes are not sub-
stantially different from the results presented here.

4. Conclusions

Based on the assumption that surface currents are
geostrophically related to an isotropic and locally sta-
tionary and homogeneous SSH field, sampling and mea-
surement errors have been calculated for cross-track
speed estimates and for estimates of the zonal and me-
ridional velocity components using both the crossover
and parallel-track methods. While the methods used to
calculate the errors are general, they have been applied
here specifically to the T/P and Jason orbits with 10-
day repeat period and 668 orbit inclination.

It was shown that using along-track least squares line
fits to SSH for the estimation of cross-track speeds al-
lows a simple description of the filtering properties of
the cross-track speed estimates. Since the crossover ve-
locity estimates are derived from the cross-track speeds,
they share the filtering properties of the cross-track
speed estimates. Analysis of crossover estimates of ve-
locity components shows how the component errors de-
pend on latitude, SSH decorrelation scales, and mea-
surement error. For the 10-day repeat period of the T/P
and Jason orbits, the temporal interpolation required by
the crossover method is not a major source of error for
the 20- and 30-day decorrelation scales considered here.
The geometry of the crossover sampling and the geo-
strophic relation lead to errors in crossover estimates
that increase at low latitudes and are systematically dif-
ferent for û and Errors in û are about 20% over theŷ.
range 108–508. Poleward of 358, errors on decreaseŷ
from about 30% to 20%. Equatorward of 358 the errors
on exceed 30%, although judicious along-trackŷ
smoothing can extend this range and maintain the 30%
error level on to lower latitudes.ŷ

Sampling, measurement, and total errors show that
the parallel-track method has similar limitations, but
with different manifestations. Parallel-track estimates
have sampling errors that vary in a rather complex man-
ner with latitude and spatial decorrelation scale, the re-
sult of the varying filtering imposed by the poleward
convergence of the ground tracks and other effects of
the sampling geometry. Measurement errors on parallel-
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track estimates are strongly dependent on orbit error,
which also leads to systematic differences between the
errors for the two component estimates. For a 2-cm
residual orbit error and a track spacing of df 5 0.58,
û has total errors that range from 25% to 30% between
58 and 508, while the errors on are about 40% overŷ
the range 108–508.

If an arbitrary, but generous, threshold rmse of 30%
of the velocity signal standard deviation for each or-
thogonal component is adopted, the crossover method
has a range of useful application that extends from about
358 to 608 latitude with a fixed along-track smoothing
parameter of M1/2 5 4 (Fig. 8a). Although restrictive,
this includes the western boundary current extensions
into the interior oceans in all basins and the energetic
eddy regime of midlatitude eastern boundary currents.
With the latitudinally varying optimized along-track
smoothing shown in Fig. 4c, the reduction in the errors
on would extend this range equatorward to the lowestŷ
latitude of 58 considered here.

In comparison, the parallel-track method with the
30% threshold and a 2-cm orbit error and a track spacing
of 0.58 cannot provide useful velocity estimates any-
where because errors in exceed 40% at all latitudesŷ
(middle panels of Fig. 13). If the residual orbit error
can be reduced to 1 cm, the rmse of decreases toŷ
below the 30% threshold over the latitude range 58–558
(see the red lines in Fig. 13 for df 5 0.58, M1/2 5 1,
and so 5 1 cm).

With the current track spacing of 1.428 in the current
tandem T/P–Jason mission, the errors of the parallel-
track method exceed 30% at all latitudes and exceed
80% at midlatitudes (Fig. 14). It seems unlikely that
useful velocity estimates can be obtained from this da-
taset.

The results presented here show that both the cross-
over and parallel-track methods have limitations. Under
optimistic assumptions on both, the methods appear to
be roughly equivalent in terms of the range of useful
estimates they can provide. While the crossover method
may be able to achieve lower errors (at least in the
idealized optimal case presented here), neither method
stands out as being obviously inferior for the purpose
of providing point estimates of geostrophic velocity. It
is clear, however, that sampling (or filtering) properties
are more easily understood for the crossover method
than for the parallel-track method and that the effects
of orbit errors on the latter method are substantial; suc-
cessful application of the parallel-track method depends
upon either orbit errors of 1–2 cm or their mitigation
to that level at the data analysis phase.

Leeuwenburgh and Stammer (2002) suggest that one
promising application of data from a tandem altimeter
mission configured for parallel-track velocity estima-
tion is the calculation of high-resolution along-track
wavenumber spectra and covariances. The results here
show that both the sampling and measurement errors
for the parallel-track method change because of the

poleward convergence of the ground tracks and other
variations in the sampling geometry. If the interest in
a dedicated parallel-track mission is the elucidation of
along-track spectral characteristics of geostrophic ve-
locity, the impact of these latitudinally varying effects
on the interpretation of the spectra should be further
investigated.

As noted, the methods used in this study are general
and could be applied to analyze data from altimeter
missions other than T/P and the tandem T/P–Jason mis-
sion considered here. The results for crossover estimates
of velocity from SSH data obtained by European Re-
mote Sensing Satellite (ERS) and Envisat can be antic-
ipated based on the present analysis. ERS and Envisat
are in exact-repeat orbits with a 35-day repeat period
and 988 inclination. The 35-day repeat period will result
in larger errors from the temporal interpolation than those
reported here for 10-day orbit repeat period of T/P and
Jason. The ground-track geometry imposed by the 988
orbit inclination will increase the errors on estimates of
y relative to those from T/P or Jason crossover analyses.
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